








PROJECT EVALUATIONS 
 
VALIASR 3 votes +1 appreciation 
EVENT STUDIO: Arezoo Izadyari Aghmiuni, Dr. Cyrus Bavar, Parisa Alimohamadi 
 
• Hassan Osanloo 1 vote 
Valiasr Street or Pahlavi Street is a tree-lined street in Tehran, Iran, one of the earliest examples of modern city 
planning in Iran. It is also the longest street in the Middle East and was reported as one of the longest in the world by 
former BBC journalist Rageh Omaar during the television documentary Welcome to Tehran. The road was built 
between 1922 and 1927 at the behest of Reza Shah Pahlavi and was called Pahlavi Street. After the Islamic revolution 
of 1979, the name of the street was initially changed to Mossadeq Street and later to Vali e Asr. This lively, hub-like 
street is lined with numerous shops, restaurants, parks, and cultural centers. 
  
I think the choice of Valiasr because of its complexity is very difficult so one cannot expect optimal solutions, but the 
designers along this avenue have identified a series of disused spaces, changed their use, and emphasized their value 
as a public space. The idea itself is very clever, but the design solutions (e.g. the street furniture of public spaces) are 
rather poor. 
 
• Roberto Cherubini 1 vote 
Contextualization 
Public space is not given by single episodes scattered throughout the urban body but is a system that includes all the 
city's unbuilt spaces. Working on it means first of all understanding its complexity and articulations, considering its 
relationship with the built fabric that it crosses, delimits, and defines.   
How often is direct reference made to the form of the public space when briefly defining an urban area? Take the 
Potsdamer Platz area in Berlin, the Piazza del Popolo area in Rome, and the Menara area in Marrakech, for example. 
They define the open space and the buildings that surround it with an interdependence that is difficult to untangle.  A 
public space is contextualized in an urban setting and at the same time defines its character.  
The one that best expressed the nature of public space as an urban system and its inseparable formal and material 
relationship with its context was the Valiasr project in Tehran with its red line of spaces and streets drawn right from 
the preamble to connect fabrics, buildings, and places across the city. 
 
• Bernardo Grilli di Cortona 1 vote 
A worthy project is the redevelopment of the old street axis of Valiasr Avenue. I find interesting the enhancement of 
the forgotten places that alternate along this urban corridor (subways, garages, parks, etc.), through an intervention 
made by elements that have a common genesis. The idea of referring to plane trees is intriguing and right, even if the 
resulting geometric shapes remain rather elementary and perhaps a little forced. Nevertheless, this urban 
acupuncture project held my interest. 
 
• Alessandra De Cesaris appreciation  
Of the projects presented by Event Studio, Valisasr Avenue is the most interesting. It avoids an often gratuitous excess 
of form that I found in some of the others. In this one, the inventive reference to the plane tree and its combination of 
shadows and leaves succeeds in organizing public spaces along the long avenue. Hopefully, this fundamental axis of 
Tehran's forma urbis can be restored in full, with its beautiful plane trees that feed on the water flowing in the Jubs. 
 


